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(House. No. 5424 of 1976)

Ordered, That the Legislative Research Council be directed to make
a study and investigation of state constitutional provisions which: (a)
require voter approval as a precondition to borrowing by the state or
any political subdivision thereof; and (b) define a property tax base,
establish a maximum property tax rate computed in terms of such
base, and allow a higher property tax only with the prior approval of
the electorate of the taxing jurisdiction. Said Council shall file its
factual and statistical report or reports hereunder with the Clerk of the
House of Representatives not later than the third Wednesday of March
in the year Nineteen Hundred and Seventy-seven.

Adopted:
By the House of Representatives, October 6, 1976
By the Senate, in concurrence, October. 7, 1976

(Unnumbered House Order of 1979)

Ordered, That the General Court be authorized to accept a report of
the Legislative Research Council (under the provisions of House Order
No. 5424 of 1976) relative to certain state constitutional provisions
concerning voter approval as a precondition to borrowing and regulat-
ing the imposition of property taxes, which was due March 16, 1977.

IAdopted:
By the House of Representatives, February 8, 1979
By the Senate, in concurrence, February 8. 1979

ORDERS AUTHORIZING STUDY
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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:
Ladies and Gentlemen: In compliance with the legislative direc-

tive in House, No. 5424 of 1976, the Legislative Research Council
submits herewith a report prepared by the Legislative Research Bureau
relative to voter approval of borrowing and property taxes.

The Legislative Research Bureau is restricted by statute to “statisti-
cal research and fact-finding.” Hence, this report contains only factual
materials without recommendations or legislative proposals by the
Bureau. It does not necessarily reflect the opinions of the undersigned
members of the Legislative Research Council.

Respectfully submitted.

Sen. ANNA P. BUCKLEY of Plymouth, Chairman
Rep. MICHAEL J. LOMBARDI of Cambridge, House Chairman
Sen. JOSEPH B. WALSH of Suffolk
Sen. JOHN F. PARKER of Bristol
Sen. ROBERT A. HALL of Worcester
Rep. RUDY CHMURA of Springfield
Rep. IRIS K. HOLLAND of Longmeadow
Rep. SHERMAN W. SALTMARSH, Jr. of Winchester

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL
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To the Members of the Legislative Research Council:

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:— House, No. 5424 of 1976
directed the Legislative Research Council to make a study of state
constitutional provisions which: (a) require voter approval as a pre-
condition to borrowing by the state or any political subdivision thereof;
and (b) define a property tax rate computed in terms of such base, and
allow a higher property tax only with the prior approval of the elector-
ate of the taxing jurisdiction.

The Legislative Research Bureau submits herewith a report in ac-
cordance with the above directive. Its scope and content are restricted
to fact-finding data only, without recommendations or legislative
proposals.

This report was authored by Gary P. Brazier, a Professorof Political
Science at Boston College, who was engaged by the Council as a
consultant for this endeavor.

Respectfully submitted,

DANIEL M. O’SULLIVAN
Director, Legislative Research Bureau

tZtfje CommontoealtJ) of

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL
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This report of the Legislative Research Council is submitted in
accordance with a 1976 legislative directive calling for a study of state
constitutional provisions relating to the creation of state and local
debt, the limitations upon the local taxation of real property, and the
utilization of the tactic of voter approval as a necessary or possible
feature of borrowing and taxing measures.

Early Development
Restrictions on the power of state governments to borrow money

began just prior to the mid-point of the 19th Century following disas-
trous experiences suffered by many of them that had engaged in
substantial works of internal improvement, including assistance in the
construction of canals and railroads. Bondholders and disgruntled
taxpayers combined to write into state constitutions the first restric-
tions on the power of legislative assemblies to borrow freely. In 1842,
Rhode Island was the first state to adopt such a limitation; by the time
the Civil War began, nineteen jurisdictionshad adopted constitutional
restraints that limited the amount and purpose of state debt. Featured
in many such adoptions were limits expressed in terms of maximum
aggregate debt; creation of debt even within the limits was contingent
upon securing popular majorities at elections called for the purpose of
ascertaining approval for specific issues proposed.

With large numbers of states thus restricted in pledging their credit
to promote trade and industry, local governments then undertook
activities designed to promote industrial expansion. Substantially the
same kinds of financial disasters earlier experienced by the states
visited the localities. These circumstances, put in bold relief by the
financial crises of 1873-1874, led many states to impose restrictions on
the power of local governments to incur debt.

VOTER APPROVAL OF BORROWING
AND PROPERTY TAXES

SUMMARY OF REPORT

Debt Control
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Constitutional restrictions on the power of state legislatures to
borrow are found in thirty-nine states. Twenty-one states make excep-
tions to their limits for funding of casual deficits and extraordinary
expenses; most of them, however, have established maximums for
these purposes. To restrict borrowing for any otherpurpose, including
the making of capital improvements, twenty-three states use either an
absolute dollar limitation or a formula device such as a specified
percentage of assessed valuation, tax revenues, or annual appropria-
tions. Such forms of limitation apply to legislatures. Currently, refer-
endum requirements that bring qualified electors into the process
either to create state debt or to exceed limits otherwise established are
operative in twenty-one jurisdictions.

Local debt restrictions appear in the constitutions of twenty-four
states. Constitutional restrictions on local governments to incur long-
term debt are of greater variety than those applicable to the states but
the referendum requirement is fairly widespread; twenty-two states
make constitutional provision for its use. Many states, including Mas-
sachusetts, however, leave regulation of their local units debt authority
to theirrespective legislatures and twenty-one states (excluding Massa-
chusetts) have decreed use of the referendum.

Early efforts to limit the contracting of debt by establishing ceilings
were frequently circumvented by substituting non-guaranteed debt
(usually revenue bonds) for general obligation debt. There is consider-
able difference of opinion among authorities as to whether constitu-
tional and statutory debt limitations accomplish what th(ey are
intended to do. Yet there is reluctance to suggest totalabandonment of
the ideal. The impulse to establish such restraints came from the
recognized recklessness and extravagances of the past; some present-
day commentators suggest awareness of thatfact by elected represent-
atives and, further, their acceptance of responsibility to answer
questions of political and financial expediency by not passing the buck
to a bewildered electorate militates against the continued need of such
constraints. On the other hand, some authorities in public finance
assert that limits and other restrictions control the size of debt and are
influential in reducing local spending and combined state and local
spending.

Special Methods of Controlling Debt

Effectiveness of Debt Limitations
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Control of Real Property Taxation

Historical Development

The property (a\ rate, usually determined by legislative authority,
when applied to a tax base resulting from the establishment ofvalue of
property to be taxed, results in a tax levy. Common restrictions on the
property tax power are frequently expressed in terms oftax rate or levy
limits. Like restrictions imposed on the power oflocal government to
borrow, property tax rate limits began in the late 19th Century. Those
limits were expressed either as overall limitations or as limits for
specific purposes; in either case the intention was the same: to restrain
public spending and to provide relief to property owners. The best-
known application of the tax rate limitation principle is that of Ohio
which has applied it in varying degrees since 1911. The ten-mill limita-
tion in force there requires each taxing entity to seek voter approval for
any increase in the tax rate beyond that level. The recent plight of
several school districts in Ohio arises from the refusal of voters to
approve higher rates.

Oregon pioneered in 1916 in the implementation of a second form of
fax limitation which established ceilings on the total amount that could
be raised by property taxes. That determination was not left simply as a
function of rate, but was also influenced by the valuation assessed.
Public policymakers were obliged to consider the total assessed value
when setting the rate so that the product of the two did not exceed the
levy limit.

Thirty-three states now make possible the referendum as a means to
exceed the limitations imposed either on rates or total levies.

Since 1970, fourteen states and the District of Columbia have
enacted controls on local taxing or spending, either in the form of
additions to, or substitutes for, previously existing property tax rate
limits.

New control mechanisms which differ appreciably from the tradi-
tional property tax rate limits have emerged. States have chosen
broadly-based limits that concentrate on tax levies (Alas., Calif.,
la., Kan., Minn., Ohio, Wash., and Wis.) or on all tax revenues or on

Current Methods of State Control
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total expenditures (N. J.). One of the newest devices, called full disclo-
sure or truth in taxation, fixes limits which will produce revenue equal
to the tax levy of the preceding year. Such limits can be exceeded only if
voted by the governing board following notice of its intent to set a
higher rate and subsequent public hearing on its proposal. The States
of Florida, Hawaii, Montana, and Virginia have adopted this latter
approach.

All of the states (except California in respect to Proposition 13 only)
which took different or additional control action since 1970 did so by
statutory rather than by constitutional means.

Favorable experiences have been reported by several of the states
which recently set property tax levy limits. In Washington, property
taxes were reduced in 1976 in forty-three of the state’s fifty largest
cities. The average annual increase in property tax revenue in Kansas
dropped about fifty percent during the state’s four-year experience
with levy limits. Promising results have likewise occurred in Califor-
nia, Minnesota, and Wisconsin.
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The Legislative Research Council was directed by House, No. 5424
of 1976, printed on the inside front cover of this report, to study and
investigate state constitutional provisions which (a) require voter
approval before state or local governments may borrow money; and
(b) define a property tax base, establish a maximum tax rate computed
in terms of such base, and allow a higher property tax rate only with
voter approval.

The study order had no particular antecedent in legislative propos-
als; it arose from a perception of the increasing burden borne by real
property over the years and by the apparent intensification of that
burden, particularly upon residential property, in the very recent past.
A recognition that this matter and related questions of public finance
were not peculiar to Massachusetts prompted the Legislative Research
Council to seek authorization to proceed with a comparative study.
Such an order was submitted by the then Council House Chairman,
Representative John F. Coffey, and it was adopted by the Legislature.

Debt. The Commonwealth has neither constitutional nor statutory
provisions which either establish limits or require voter approval in the
case of state debt. The Massachusetts Constitution merely requires
that there be a two-thirds vote in each branch of the Legislature and
stipulates that borrowed money may be spent only for the purpose for
which it was borrowed or for payment on the principal of the loan.
Recent attempts to set limitations or restrictions on state indebtedness
have generally taken the form of amendments to tax and revenue
measures. Currently the Legislature has before it a proposed constitu-

ZZTtjc Commontoealtf) of dfflassadjuaetts

VOTER APPROVAL OF BORROWING
AND PROPERTY TAXES

CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION

Origin and Scope of Study

Current Massachusetts Practice
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tional amendment which would demand voter approval (majority) of a
state debt offering which exceeded $lO million (House, No. 2595).

Control and regulation of indebtedness incurred by local govern-
ments in Massachusetts are embodied in various statutes. A referendum
is permissible only in respect to debt contemplated by aregional school
district.

The Legislature has given cities and towns freedom to borrow for
specific improvements and projects so long as the total for all such
purposes at any time does not exceed an amount known as the debt
limit. The limit is two and one-half percent of equalized valuation in
cities and five percent in towns, or double these limits with theapprov-
al of the State Emergency Finance Board. Cities and towns may not
vote to borrow the whole cost of any project. Before they may borrow,
they must provide a down payment, the amount of which is expressed
as a percentage of the amount to be borrowed and is graduated so that
the dollar amount is a little more than will be required annually to make
payments on the loan. All borrowing except for temporary loans
requires a two-thirds vote of the city council or town meeting.

Borrowing for some unusual, non-recurrent purposes and for some
purposes usually financed out of revenue other than taxes is permitted
outside the debt limit. The Legislature, by special acts, has also permit-
ted individual cities and towns to borrow beyond the debt limit for
specific needs. The portion of a borrowing which is to be paid by school
building assistance grants from the state is automatically outside the
debt limit and the remaining portion of the school building loan may
be outside the debt limit if it is approved by the Emergency Finance
Board.

The right to make local decisions granted to cities and towns by the
Home Rule Amendment does not operate to give them power to
borrow money or pledge their credit except as authorized by the
Legislature.

Local Rea! Property Tax. At the present time there are no constitu-
tional or statutory provisions which fix real estate property taxes at
specific levels (except for forest land classified under G.L. c. 61) or
mandate voter approval in relation thereto. However, because of the
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increasing burden of the property tax, various proposals on these is-
sues have been introduced in most recent legislative sessions. l

In the 1977 session of the General Court, four petitions seeking to
lessen the impact on real property taxpayers were filed as proposed
constitutional amendments. Among other provisions, House, No,
2288, submitted by Representative Thomas F. Brownell of Quincy,
proposed to fix maximum property tax rates for each local taxing
authority at the level they had been for the fiscal years 1976-1977 or
1978-1979, whichever was higher. Thereafter, maximum property tax

rates could be increased or decreased only when authorized by local
electors. An identical measure, House, No. 4553, was introduced by
Representative Royall H. Switzler and Senator David H. Locke, both
of Wellesley. A greater measure of popular control over property taxes
levied by certain municipalities was also sought (together with an
imposed ceiling on state expenditures) through House, No. 3826 filed
by Representatives Andrew S. Natsios of Holliston, Walter T. Burke
of Natick, Andrew H. Card, Jr. of Holbrook, and James J. Gaffney 111
of Tewksbury. This proposed amendment would have prohibited any
municipality not governed by a town meeting or arepresentative town
meeting from either levying any new tax or increasing the rate or base
of an existing tax without the approval of the people. Finally, Senate,
No. 1174, filed by Senator Walter J. Boverini of the First Essex
District, would have empowered the General Court to fix fromtime to
time a maximum rate of taxation on owner-occupied real property. All
four measures failed of adoption.

In 1978, as House, No. 3792, the Switzler-Locke proposal of the
previous year recurred in the form of a proposed amendment to
provide for revenue control and tax reduction. Senator Boverini also
refiled his petition respecting owner-occupied property (Senate, No.
1113). A freeze on local property taxes for fiscal years 1979and 1980is

the object of House, No. 4811 while Senator Joseph B. Walsh of the
Second Suffolk and Norfolk District would limit the property tax to
three percent of full and fair market value (Senate, No. 1415). In
addition to limiting the aggregate collection of state and local taxes to

1. In 1957, a limitation on real property lax rates with provision for the repeal thereoforlhccstablis jaXhigher ceiling only with voter approval was recommended by Governor Foster Furcolo in nis. a
Message (Senate, No. 655).
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eighteen percent of the most recent three-year average of the annual
income of the State’s residents, the Massachusetts Taxpayers Founda-
tion, Inc., proposed that a maximum property tax levy of five percent
of the most recent equalized valuation be set (House, No. 1894). And in
the wake of voter action in California on Proposition 13, a recently
admitted proposal would roll back property taxes to two and one-half
percent of fair market value (House, No. 6025).

CHAPTER 11.
REGULATION OF STATE AND LOCAL

GOVERNMENT DEBT

Restrictions on state government borrowing power date from 1842
and similar restraints on local governments are only slightly more than
a century old.

While the original thirteen states encountered financial difficulties
as a consequence of their earlier borrowings to finance the Revolution,
such debts, and those of their sister states who joined in the pursuit of
the War of 1812, were subsequently assumed by the national govern-
ment. However, it was not borrowing for purposes of defense that later
brought states to the brink of financial ruin. One authority attributes
this plight to the states’ obsession with rapid economic development
through state financed improvements. l After 1817, and accelerating
with the demonstrated success of the Erie Canal which had been
constructed by New York with borrowed money, many states bor-
rowed to fund canals, railroads, and other improvements. Because of
the economic depression of the late 1830’sand the financial distress of
the IB4o’s, the jurisdictions which had embarked on such programs
faced decreasing revenues and increasing debt service requirements.
That situation was compounded by a general deficiency in state tax
structures; together these two developments caused at least nine states
to default on their obligations. 2 Bondholders, who suffered loss of
income either through adjusted interest rates or from outrightrepudia-
tion of their claims, along with taxpayers, who were dissatisfied with

Origin and Development of Restrictions

1. A. James Heins, Constitutional Restrictions Against Stale Debt, University of Wisconsin Press, Madison,
Wis.. 1963. p. 4.

2. Ibid., p. 7.
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the plight of the borrowing states, expressed the first sentiment for
permanent restrictions on the debt-incurring power of state legisla-
tures. That sentiment found expression in Rhode Island in 1842 in the
form of the first constitutional provision to limit the power of sover-
eign political units to borrow freely:

The general assembly shall have no power, hereafter, without
the express consent of the people, to incur state debts to an
amount exceeding fifty thousand dollars, except in time of war, or
in case of insurrection or invasion; nor shall they in any case,
without such consent, pledge the faith of the state for the payment
of the obligations of others. (Art. IV, s. 13)

Two years later New Jersey adopted the following constitutional
language of limitation which became the model for several states in
ensuing years:

The legislature shall not, in any manner, create any debt or
debts, liability or liabilities, of the state, which shall singly or in
the aggregate with any previous debts or liabilities at any time
exceed one hundred thousand dollars, except for the purposes of
war, or to repel invasion, or to suppress insurrection, unless the
same shall be authorized by a law for some single object or work,
to be distinctly specified therein; which law shall provide the ways
and means, exclusive of loans, to pay the interest of such debts or
the liability as it falls due, and also to pay and discharge its
principal of such debt or liability within thirty-five years from the
time of the contraction thereof, and shall be irrepealable until
such debt or liability, and the interest thereon, are fully paid and
discharged; and no such law shall take effect until it shall, at a
general election, have been submitted to the people, and have
received the sanction of a majority of the votes cast for and
against it at such election; and all money to be raised by the
authority of such law shall be applied only to the specific object
stated therein, and to the payment of the debt thereby created.
This section shall not be construed to refer to any money that has
been or may be deposited with this State by the government of the
United States. (Art. VIII, s. 11, para. 3)
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When the Civil War began, the following nineteen states had
adopted constitutional amendments limiting the amount and purpose
of state debt; 1

California
Illinois

Maine Oregon
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
New Jersey
New York
Ohio

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Texas

Indiana
lowa
Kansas Wisconsin
Kentucky
Louisiana

Such provisions were the hallmark of state constitutions written and
modified during that period. In some instances, the gravity of the
state’s financial condition prompted the calling of constitutional con-
ventions to resolve this problem. Ohio adopted its Constitution of 1851
following the calling of a constitutional convention the year before “to
forestall repudiation of the state debt and to work out a constitutional
framework for its repayment.”2

Prior to the 1870’s only three or four states had constitutional
provisions restricting the incurring of debt by municipalities. 1 Then,
during an era of rapid railroad expansion, when states were essentially
precluded by their constitutions from engaging in the financial and
commercial undertakings brought on by that expansion, municipali-
ties proceeded to underwrite such ventures. Outright grants of land,
money, and credit were made torailroad companies; local governments
issued bonds for the sole purpose of investing in railroad stock; and
certain of them guaranteed the stock of railroad companies. In addi-
tion, many cities made heavy, ill-considered expenditures for streets,
sewers, waterworks, and other ventures financed by the sale ofbonds.
The financial crises of 1873 and 1874 brought the second period of
defaulted obligations and, in many instances, a repetition of earlier

I Ihid., p. 9.
Ohio ConstitutionalRevision Commission. Recommendation for Amendments to the Ohio Constitution.
I’art 2, State Peht. 1972. p. 16.

3. Robic 1.. Mitchell. “Constitutional Limitations on the Incurringof Debt." Tax Policy. Vol. XXXI. Nos. 8-9.
August September 1964. p. 2.
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constitutional activity. The states reacted by imposing restrictions on
the power of local governments to incur debt. 1

Massachusetts is one of a limited number of states that did not then
nor subsequently make constitutional provision for local government
indebtedness. Other jurisdictions which have omitted constitutional
prescriptions relative to local government debt are Connecticut, Dela-
ware, Florida, Maryland, Mississippi, New Hampshire, New Jersey,
Rhode Island, Tennessee, and Vermont. In the opinion of the Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations this has not led to either
difficulty or abuse that might have been avoided by more detailed
provisions. 2 In many instances states have relied simply, by terms of
their constitutions, on the efficacy of legislated limitations.

Municipal debt limitations imposed after 1873 apparently restricted
the ability of cities to finance public facilities streets, water supply,
sewerage, disposal, playgrounds, school systems, etc. and financial
responsibility shifted, particularly in the twenty years preceding the
Great Depression of the 1930’5, from municipalities to other local
governmental units such as school and special districts. Fiancial dif-
ficulties recurred and grew; by the mid-thirties it was estimated that ten
percent of the state and local debt outstanding was in default.3

State Government. As indicated in Table 1 below, constitutional
restrictions on the power of State legislatures to borrow currently exist
in a variety of forms in thirty-nine states. The remaining eleven states,
including Massachusetts and three others in the New England region,
have no constitutional debt limits.
Those without such restraints are:

Massachusetts New Hampshire
Minnesota Tennessee

Connecticut
Delaware Tennessee
Illinois Mississippi Vermont
Maryland Montana

Special Methods of Controlling Debt

1. Robert L. Bowmar, “The Anachronism Called Debt Limitation,*’ lowa Law Review, Vol. 52. No. 4. Fcbru*
ary 1967. p. 865.

2. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. State Constitutional and Statutory Restrictions on
Local Government Debt, October 1962, Report A-12, p. 65.

3. William E. Mitchell, “The Effectiveness of Debt Limits on State and Local Government Borrowing.
York University Graduate School of Business Administration (The Bulletin), October 1967, p. I
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Twenty-one states, while restricting or even prohibiting the creation
of debt, do note that within any fiscal year there may occur a shortfall
ofrevenue receipts or there may be occasion or need for extraordinary
expenditures which could result in a treasury deficiency. In such
circumstances, those jurisdictions permit their legislatures (or, in the
case of Alabama, the governor) to borrow to reduce or remove that
deficit. Among this group only Indiana, North Carolina, South Caro-
lina, Washington, and West Virginia impose no maximums on the
moneys borrowed for these purposes and are thus capable of removing
unforeseen deficits entirely. The remaining states, however, h ve
established limits on the amounts that may be borrowed when t lis
condition is to be addressed. Those limitations are of two kinds: one
that fixes an absolute dollar ceiling (ranging from $50,000 to
$3,000,000) and one that expresses control in terms of a specified
percentage of either state revenue receipts or assessed valuation of
taxable property. Within the former category are the following states:

OhioKentucky
Missouri
Nebraska

Alabama
Arizona
Colorado
lowa

Oklahoma
South Dakota
TexasNew Mexico

The states of Georgia, Maine, Michigan, and Virginia use the per-
centage formulae.

For any purpose other than to meet casual deficits or extraordinary
expenses, twenty-three states, including six which appear in the listings
immediately above, have expressed their limitations in much the same
manner as previously described. Eight states have established fixed
dollar amounts (ranging from a low of $50,000 to a maximum of
$2,000,000); seven have relied upon percentages of revenue receipts;
and six on percentages of assessed valuations.

States with fixed dollar limits are:

California
Colorado
Idaho

OregonKansas
Maine Rhode Island
North Dakota
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Ceilings related to either tax or revenue receipts have been imposed
in the following jurisdictions:

Florida
Georgia
Hawaii

Pennsylvania
Virginia
Washington

Mississippi

Assessed valuation or property valuation is the factor applied in
Nevada, New Mexico, South Dakota, Utah, Wisconsin, and
Wyoming.

New Jersey and North Carolina have also avoided fixing specific
limits, but each employs a factor other than receipts or valuation; the
former restricts its authorized borrowing to a percentage (1%) of to-
tal annual appropriations while the latter pemits creation of new
debt in proportion to the extent ofreduction of the old in the preceding
biennium.

Oregon, although denying its legislature power to create any debts
or liabilities in excess of $50,000 (with certain exceptions relating to
invasion or insurrection), has provided that when building or main-
taining “permanent roads” the Legislative Assembly may pledge the
credit of the state up to one percent of the true cash value of all the
property taxed on an ad valorem basis.

Another somewhat common type of limitation requires approval by
the electorate either in the case of the initial creation of the indebted-
ness or in respect to debt beyond established ceilings.

As indicated in Table 1, such a constitutional requirement exists in
twenty-one states:

Alaska Kentucky North Carolina
Arkansas Maine Oklahoma
California Michigan Rhode Island
Florida Missouri South Carolina
Idaho New Jersey Virginia
lowa New Mexico Washington
Kansas New York Wyoming
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In nine states initial debt must be authorized by referendum (Alas.,
Ark., Fla., Mich., N.Y., Okla., S.C., Wash., and Va.). In theremaining
jurisdictions of this group, voter approval is required for the validation
of indebtedness beyond existing limits (Calif., Ida., la., Kan., Ky., Me.,
M0.,N.J., N.M., N.C., R. 1., Wash., and Wyo.). Washington is the only
state which mandates a referendum vote in both instances.

In Illinois voter approval of initial indebtedness may be resorted to
in lieu of a three-fifths vote by the Legislature. The referendum is
required in Colorado only in the case of state building construction.
Lastly, voter approval is not necessary in Pennsylvania for capital
projects specifically itemized in a capital budget if such debt will not
cause the amount of all net debt outstanding to exceed one and
three-fourths times the average of the annual tax revenues deposited
in the previous five years.

In addition to theabove provisions, a variety of other conditions and
exceptions are to be found. First, some small amount, frequently
expressed as a fixed sum but occasionally as a percentage of assessed
valuation or of debt reduction in a previous year, is exempt from the
absolute orreferendum restriction. Second, where borrowing by refer-
endum is permitted, it is common to find a provision to provide
revenue for the payment of interest and the retirement of principal
included in the borrowing act. Third, the term of a specific debt issue is
generally limited. Fourth, there are often prohibitions on the pledging
of the state’s credit for the benefit of either local governments or
private persons. Fifth, borrowing for certain purposes such as defense
of the state and suppression of insurrection may be exempt from the
debt restrictions.

Local Government. Constitutional restrictions on the authority of
local governments to incur long-term debt are both more numerous
and of greater variety than those applicable to the states. Absent from
the former, of course, are provisions requiring a constitutional amend-
ment to permit specific borrowing for a specific purpose or object, but
the referendum feature is very common. Only Connecticut, Hawaii
and Indiana do not require, either by constitution or legislative enact-
ment, use of the referendum for at least one form of local government
when issuing general obligation long-term debt.
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As noted in Table 2 below, twenty-two jurisdictions have constitu-
tional provisions which require voter approval of local government
borrowing. In fifteen states, only a simple majority (M) is necessary.

Alabama (M)
Alaska (M)
Arizona (M)
Arkansas (M)
California (M)
Colorado (M)
Florida (M)
Georgia (M)

North DakotaIdaho
South Carolina (M)
South Dakota

Kentucky
Louisiana (M)
Maryland (M)
Missouri

Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming (M)Nebraska (M)

New Mexico (M)
North Carolina (M)

Among the remaining states of this group, two mandate approvals by
a three-fifths vote (S.D. and W. Va.) while a higher dimension of sup-
port (2/3) is necessary in Idaho, Kentucky, Missouri, and North Da-
kota. In the State of Washington, a three-fifths majority is sufficient
for debt in excess of constitutional limits but a two-thirds approval
level must be reached in respect to all other debt except township ob-
ligations.

Twelve states supplement their constitutional requirements with
statutes (Cal., Colo., Fla., Ida., Ky., La., Md., Neb., N.D., S.D.,
W. Va., and Wyo.).

Voter approval for local government long-term indebtedness is
mandated by statute in twenty-one jurisdictions; in seventeen of thema
simple majority (M) vote is sufficient to satisfy the statutory
requirement.

Pennsylvania (M)
Rhode Island (M)
Texas (M)

MississippiDelaware (M)
Illinois (M)
lowa

Montana (M)
Nevada (M)
New Hampshire
Ohio (M)

Utah (M)Kansas (M)
Maine (M)
Michigan (M)
Minnesota (M)

Vermont (M)
Virginia (M)
Wisconsin (M)

Oklahoma
Oregon (M)
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A three-fifths favorable reaction is directed in Mississippi and Okla-
homa while a two-thirds majority is the rule in lowa and New
Hampshire.

Lastly, less than a handful of states have statutes providing for a
voter referendum in a very limited number of cases: Massachusetts
(regional school districts). New Jersey and New York (certain school
districts), and Tennessee (general obligation industrial development
bonds).

Table 2. State Constitutional and Statutory Referendum
Requirements For Local Government Issuance of Genera! Obligation

Long-Term Debt, 1976

Referendum
required Approval 2State Citation 1 Remarks

Alabama C X
Alaska C X
Arizona C X

Arkansas C X
California C-S X
Colorado C-S X
Connecticut None required
Delaware S X
Florida C-S X
Georgia C X
Hawaii None required
Idaho C-S X
Illinois S X
Indiana None required
lowa S X
Kansas X X
Kentucky C-S X
Louisiana C-S X
Maine S X
Maryland C-S X

Massachusetts None required

M
M
M Only for debt in excess of the 4

percent limit.
M
M
M

M
M
M

2/3
M

2/3
M
2/3
M
M Applies to municipalities only.
M Constitutional requirement applies to

municipalities, statutory requirement
applies to charier counties.
Except for debt issued by
regional school districts in which
case a referendum may be
called by the towns comprising
the district; in this event,
simple majority approval is required.
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Referendum
required Approval 2 Remarks

X M Not applicable to school
Citation 1State

Michigan S
districts. Numerous statutory
exemptions as to when applicable

X M Does not apply to Minneapolis,Minnesota S
St. Paul and Duluth.

X 3/5 Only on petition of 20 percentMississippi S
of the electors for county
bonds; 10 percent of 1,500, which-
ever is less for municipal bonds.

X 2/3Missouri
Montana

C
S X M If turnout is less than 40 percent

of the electorate (30 percent for
schools), the bond issue fails. If
turnout for school bond issue is
between 30 and 40 percent, 60 percent
majority

M 55 percent for school districts.Nebraska C-S X

X
X

Nevada S
New Hampshire S

M
2/3 Not applicable to cities or

counties.
Except for debt issued by cer-
tain classes of school districts
(simple majority).

New Jersey S None required

MNew Mexico C
New York S

X
Except for debt issued by certain
classes of school districts (simple
majority). Permissive referendum
for most town and village issues.

None required

M Referendum is not required if the
amount of issue does not exceed
2/3 of the net debt reduction
for the preceding fiscal year.

North Carolina C X

2/3 Simple majority for county bonds;
60 percent for municipalities and
school districts with over 5,000
population.

North Dakota C-S X

Ohio S MX
XOklahoma S 3/5 Except that in the case

of county hospital bonds a
referendum is required on
petition only (20 percent
of the electors)
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Referendum
State Citation 1 required Approval 2 Remarks

MX
X

Oregon S
Pennsylvania S M Applies only to debt in excess of

statutory limit up to specified
maximum.

M Optional.X

X
Rhode Island S

South Carolina C M Applies only to debt issued by
cities and towns.

X 3/5South Dakota C-S
Tennessee Except that a 3/4 majority

vote is required for issuance
None required

of general obligation industrial
development bonds.

Texas
Utah

S
S
S
S

X
X
X
X

M
M
MVermont

Virginia M Applies to county debt only.
No referendum required in counties
that elect to be treated as cities.

Washington C Except for township debtNone required
(2/3 majority) and debt issued
in excess of constitutional limits
(3/5 majority).

West Virginia C-S
Wisconsin S

3/5X
X M Applies only to school districts

and townships. No referendum
required for county ormunicipal bond
issues

MXWyoming C-S

'The citation is either the State’s constitution (C). statutes (S), or both (C-S)

J A simple majority (a favorable majority of 50 percent plus lofall votes subject to counting on thequestion)is
indicated by “M"; where more thana simple favorable majority is required, the required percentage is entered

Note: This table deals only with referendum requirements that apply generally to general obligation debt
issued by cities, counties, and school districts in each State. As in the case of debt limits, there arc numerous

exceptions and special provisions, particularly regarding debt issued by special districts and for specific pur-
poses. No attempt has been made to treat those special provisions in this tabulation.

Source; Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Significant Features of Fiscal Federalism.
1176-77 Edition. Report M-110, Vol. 11. Revenue and Debt, March 1977, Table 62, pp. 92-93.
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4

The most common standard for debt restriction is the debt-to-
property ratio usually articulated in terms of indebtedness as a fixed
percentage of the assessed valuation of the local unit’s taxable prop-
erty. Constitutional provisions setting specific percentages universally
as to all forms of local governments within the state, or selected rates in
the case of certain political subdivisions, are found in the following
twenty-four states

South Carolina (8%)
South Dakota (5-10%)
Utah (2-4%)

Alabama (5-20%) Maine (7.5%)
Arizona (4%) Michigan (10'Michigan (10%)
Georgia (7%) Missouri (5-10%)
Hawaii (15%) New Mexico (4-6%) Virginia (18%)
Illinois (5%) New York (5-10%) Washington (5-10%)
Indiana (2%) North Dakota (5%) West Virginia (5%)
lowa (5%) Oklahoma (5-10%) Wisconsin (5%)
Kentucky (2-10%) Pennsylvania (13.5% Wyoming (2-10%)

Philadelphia only)
The highest percentages (20% in Alabama and 18% in Virginia) apply
to municipalities only, whereas the fifteen percent rate in Hawaii
involves counties.

Many state constitutions permit exceptions to the stated rate. Thus,
counties in Georgia may incur debt up to an additional three percent if
authorized by the General Assembly and subsequently approved by a
majority vote of the electorate. Missouri counties may obligate an
additional five percent if voters consent with a two-thirds majority. In
Oklahoma, annual indebtedness may not exceed annual revenue in the
absence of a two-thirds vote of the citizenry. Also various exceptions
are authorized for New York Citv.

In the states which have established debt/property valuation rates
by statute more liberal percentages appear to be the rule, as reflected
in the following tabulation:

California (5-15%) Mississippi (10-15%) Ohio (2-10%)
Oregon (2-3%)
Rhode Island (3%)

Delaware (3-12%)
Kansas (1-20%)

Montana (5-8%)
Nevada (10-30%)

Louisiana (10-25%) New Hampshire (1.75-7%)Texas (10-25%)
Massachusetts (2(4-5%) New Jersey (2-8%) Vermont (10%)
Minnesota (6.67-10%) North Carolina (8%)
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As is the case with constitutional provisions in this area, several of
the statutes contain exemptions or special provisions. In California,
chartered cities may establish their own limits but first-class cities in
Minnesota are held to lower percentages. Kansas law permits school
districts to exceed the maximum percentage (7%), subject to approval
of the State Board of Education and the electorate. And in Ohio voter
approval is generally required to validate debt offerings by municipali-
ties and school districts.

Lastly, at least nine states have neither constitutional nor statutory
provisions establishing debt limits for either all or some of their
political subdivisions (Alas., Ark., Colo., Conn., Fla., Ida., Md., Neb.,
and Tenn.).

Debt limitations, whether imposed upon state governments or their
political subdivisions, were originally conceived as methods for achiev-
ing sound fiscal policy by compelling pay-as-you-go financing. By
requiring complete payment for capital improvements at the time they
were built, citizens thought they were protecting themselves and suc-
ceeding generations “from improvidence on the part of the legisla-
tures,” 1 and, by implication, similarly from their local representatives.
Almost immediately after adoption of the limitations, however, this
theoretical model of the world of public finance was victimized by the
more attractive possibilities of growth through the acquisition of
public facilities. Rather than retard their growth because of the inabil-
ity to raise sufficient revenues to pay for improvements when built,
states explored the possibilities of expanding debt financing in order to
make construction of improvements correspond to the public’s politi-
cal conception of its need for them.2 There were essentially four means
by which this was accomplished and each was ultimately accorded
judicial sanction when challenged.

Creation of special districts (separate and independent governmen-
tal entities generally territorially co-extensive with the general purpose
units creating them) was one of the first techniques of circumvention
approved by the courts. Such districts were designed to perform only a

Effectiveness ofLimitation Provisions.

1. “The Judicial Demise of State Constitutional Debt Limitations,” lowa Law Review.Vol. 56,1970-71, p. 654.
2. /hid., p. 655.
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single or narrow range of functions and for the most part relied upon
user charges of various kinds rather than upon taxation to support
their activity. The power to tax, however, was conferred in many
instances, and even when it was not, the need for large capital outlays
by which works could be constructed brought such districts into the
market to borrow. In the historical context of the emergence of consti-
tutional restraints upon debt creation, the establishment of special
districts, each with its own debt ceiling or none at all, frustrated that
objective.

Federal Census Bureau data reveal that 23,885 special districts l
were functioning in 1972.2 They are found in every state, and twelve
states, each having at least 800 special districts, account for nearly
two thirds of the total number. More than one quarter of such districts
(27.9% or 6,639) are concerned with natural resources. In the field of
fire protection, 3,872 (16.2%) are active and 2,271 special districts
(9.5%) are engaged in providing housing and related services. The
balance perform a wide variety of functions.

Better than fifty percent of such districts (11,581) are empowered to
levy property taxes. At the end of the 1972 fiscal year, the total
outstanding long-term debt of all districts amounted to almost $22
billion.

When costs are borne entirely by users or by those physically proxi-
mate presumed beneficiaries, the municipality escapes the burden of
general obligation or guaranteed debt. Special assessments against
adjacent property and/or the issuance of revenue bonds are the tactics
employed to sustain these so-called self-liquidating devices. The
governmental unit becomes simply the conduit for special funds. In
this way city populations obtain improvements piecemeal and, in the
most extended application of this principle (the division of a govern-
mental unit into exhaustive benefit districts such as for the paving of
streets, for example), the unit’s debt limit is circumvented and the
entire tax-paying group becomes liable for special assessments. If,
rather than funding through assessments, the local government issues
revenue bonds it likewise avoids the restraints of debt ceilings by
pledging the bond retirement and interest payments from the charges it

Includes public author
S. Bureau of the Census. Economic Statistics Division. 1972 Census of Governments. Vol. I. Govern

mental Organization.
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applies to the users of its facilities thus financed. The special fund
theory that underlies revenue bond financing clearly escapes the limits
of constitutional provisions that were designed to control public
indebtedness.

Another fairly common means of circumvention is that which is
characterized as a contingent obligation device. A governmental unit
may enter into a long-term lease or contract with a supplier of service

a utility company, for example with payment for such services
provided for in periodic installments. Escape from debt limitation is
made possible by interpreting those periodic payments as current
expenses. If it can be established that such payments do not exceed nor
cause the governmental entity’s debt to exceed the ceiling then a valid
contract or lease exists. Generally the courts have upheld the validity
of this arrangement.

Another scheme which has taken on increasing popularity as a
means of avoiding constraints on public debt is the so-called public
authority through which leasing techniques have assumed their most
useful but controversial roles. Governmental units, facing mounting
pressures to provide utility services and extended improvements,
resort to “middlemen” entities called authorities. Their utilization is
well-known to Massachusetts, particularly in the period following
World War 11. Many political scientists contend that there is no
justification for the exemption from debt limits which the public
authority device enjoys. Apart from the eroded integrity of the princi-
ple of constitutional supremacy, the provision of a public service
through a public authority may result in a pecuniary loss because
public authority borrowing results in lower ratings by securities ana-
lysts and consequent payment of higher interest rates.

The foregoing devices have been sharply criticized by various spe-
cialists in public finance. One observer characterizes them, without
exception, as subverting

the spirit if not always the letter of the constitutional limitations.
If the purpose of these provisions was preventing the discretion-
ary incurrence of long-term repayment obligations, the devices
should have been voided by the Courts. In many cases, perhaps,
the judges confronted by these devices consciously disregarded a
clear constitutional mandate, because the affected governmental
unit’s needs were madeknown to the bench tooclearly. Such needs
would go unfulfilled without judicial approval of the particular
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plan, or one with like intent. Some have claimed that present-day
confusion and multiplicity of devices could have been, and still
can be, avoided by a strict constitutional interpretation which
would void the arrangements, and thus rightly thrust upon the
voters the obligation to alter their constitutions or go without
their improvements. Perhaps, but amending constitutions is not a
political task of which to speak lightly. Within the framework of
devices we now have, generalization seems impossible. But not-
withstanding a posited community need for certain improve-
ments, with the possible exception of well-regulated
self-liquidating devices, it is submitted that, in the face of debt-
limiting provisions, the means utilized to satisfy such need are not
justifiable. They are not consistent with the avowed purpose of
the restrictions as originally enacted. Each of the considered
devices is a barely-disguised technique for debt-ceiling avoidance
and provides a vehicle for the possibly irresponsible imposition of
excessive tax burdens upon a unit’s owners. 1
Various studies of states’ experiences with their laws controlling

public debt have produced mixed results as to the effectiveness of such
constraints.

Twenty years ago, using data for 1957, Benjamin U. Ratchford
concluded that, while debt limits did not prevent states from borrow-
ing, they did tend to restrict the size of the debt. 2 States free from
restraint at that time had per capita borrowing over twice that of
absolutely restricted states and seventy percent greater than that of
voter approval jurisdictions. Another authority, A. James Heins of
the University of Wisconsin, believes that some further observations
and even qualifications upon that judgment are in order. He suggests
that an important consideration overlooked by Ratchford is the di-
vision of public functions between state and local governments. Debt
limitations conceivably may influence the delegation of functions to
political subdivisions of a state and borrowing for a particular function
may appear as state debt in a free state and as local debt in a restricted
state. Applying this factor to the same data base, Heins concluded that

Bowmar, op. cit.. p. 890.
2. “State and Local Debt Limitations,” National Tax Association. Proceedings. 1958.
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local debt was significantly higher in states that imposed referendum
requirements.

Ratchford’s observations were faulted on another count that his
analysis failed to consider the effect of yearly appropriations necessary
to service the debt. When the burden of interest charges is considered,
Heins argues, the unrestricted states (of which Massachusetts is one)
stand in a favorable light. Their interest burdens as a group, both on
per capita and percent of personal income bases, were lower absolutely
thancorresponding burdens ofreferendum-required states. Moreover,
while their per capita debt was twenty-six percent higher than the
absolutely prohibited states, their per capita interest burden was only
eighteen percent higher. l In support of his stance in opposition to the
more common restrictions on state borrowing Heins observed that:

The data do not prove that constitutional debt restrictions do
not limit state debt. On the other hand, the data do not prove that
debt restrictions have limited state debt either. A fair conclusion
would seem to be that constitutional provisions have been less
effective if effective at all in limiting state debt than most
people would have supposed. It also seems clear that states cur-
rently having unlimited borrowing power have not exhibited a
tendency to incur excessive debt. When local debt and the
burdens of interest charges on debt are taken into account, states
with unlimited borrowing power had a smaller debt burden than
referendum states in 1957,and not much greater debt burden than
absolutely restricted states in 1957.2

In 1970 Economist Thomas F. Pogue, dissatisfied with studies by
the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations in 19623

and William E. Mitchell in 19674 which reached contrary conclusions
relative to the effectiveness of debt-limiting provisions, undertook an
examination of this general subject. He attempted to ascertain (a)
whether debt limits reduce local government spending and/or increase
the share of spending that is financed by means other than borrowing;

1. Heins, op. cit., p. 34.
2. Ibid., p. 35.
3. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, State Constitutional andStatutory Restrictions on

Local Government Debt, October 1962, Report A-12, 97 pp. printed.
4. William E. Mitchell, op.
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>

(b) the effect of debt limits and referendum requirements on per capita
debt levels, and (c) whether local debt limits (by affecting local spend-
ing) also affect state government spending and, hence, the local gov-
ernment share of combined state and local spending. l Both Mitch-
ell and the ACIR agreed that one impact of debt limits was to induce
the substitution of non-guaranteed for general-obligation debt. One
significant area of difference between them was on the hypothesis that
debt limits depress local government general obligation debt (relative
to income and population). Mitchell reached a negative conclusion
while the Commission found the proposition supportable.

Pogue’s analysis and investigation produced the following findings:

1. Debt limits depress local government spending from its own
funds. Further, state direct spending and federal and state
transfers to local units tend to reinforce rather than to offset the
lower local government spending. Not only is spending by both
state and local governments lower in states with debt limits than
in states without such limits, but local spending also tends to be
low relative to state spending in states with debt limits.

2. Constitutional restrictions on local government debt use
limit debt levels effectively, principally by inhibiting local spend-
ing rather than by substituting tax finance for debt finance. This
restriction of spending appears to be both quantitatively and
statistically significant.

3. Debt limits probably do depress both local and combined
local and state spending and may result in lower public service
levels as well as lower debt levels. Furthermore, such limits also
have a quantitatively greater effect on the spending ofmetropoli-
tan area (i.e., those that serve the areas with perhaps the greatest
need for public services) local governments than on the spending
of local government in general. 2

Despite theabove conclusions there appears to be substantialagree-
ment among commentators, and other scholars who have investigated

Dtnas K Pogue. “The Effect of Debt Limits: Some New Evidence." National Tax Journal. Vol. XXIII. No
I. March 1970. p. 37
/hid., p. 47.
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limitations on state and local government debt that debt restrictions,
whether found in constitutions or ordinary statutes, have failed to
accomplish what they were designed to do.

One authority has stated:
I have concluded .. . that it is in the public interest torestore full

borrowing power to state legislatures, with no referendum provi-
sions, nor any other restrictions commonly found in state consti-
tutions. . . . The only real restrictions commonly found in state
borrowing are the moral and political obligations of state legisla-
tors, which would exist in the absence of constitutional provi-
sions. ... To the extent that states intend repaying such loans
(nonguaranteed borrowings) regardless of the outcome of the
project for which the funds were borrowed, but which because of
constitutional restrictions are unable to make this intention
known to lenders, the higher interest cost reflects a fictitious shift
of risk from the public to the lenders, and hence becomes a real
cost to the public. . . . The administrative procedures required to
satisfy the courts that nonguaranteed borrowing is not state debt
are often more costly than comparable administration of full faith
and credit debt. 1

The abolition of legal constraints in the view of such advocates
would improve the options available to states in the planning of sound
debt policy and would not give legislatures more power to incur
excessive state debt than they already have. It merely recognizes that
states do exhibit a desire to borrow:

One must recognize the irrevocable fact that state legislatures
and presumably the electorate desire to borrow for public
improvements. Disagreeing with this desire does not alter the
fact. A policy of no public borrowing can only be implemented in
the political arena by electing public managers who subscribe to
this policy. Once the election is lost, the public interest would be
best served by giving public managers the widest possible choice

Heins, op. cit.. p
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among alternative methods of borrowing. Abolition of constitu-
tional restrictions would serve this public interest. 1

The Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission, sitting in the early
1970’s to consider and thereafter to recommend the best ways for the

state to control state debt, rejected a proposal that the Constitution
prescribe no state debt limit at all. Delegates contended such a pro-
posal represented too great a departure from the present method of
incurring debt2 to be acceptable to the people of the state. They
likewise turned down a proposed change which would require voter
approval of future debt offerings, holding that a referendum was of
doubtful effectiveness as a limiting device and noting that it has a
tendency to encourage revenue bond financing in situations in which
such financing may be inappropriate. 3

The National Municipal League also looks with disfavor on the
referendum as an instrument for governing debt. In the sixth edition of
its Model State Constitution the League observed:

The popular referendum requirement has not proved to be
much of arestriction upon the creation of debt.. . since voters are
asked to pass judgment with limited or no knowledge of the
complex fiscal and general policy issues that prompted the legisla-
ture and the governor to seek the new debt.

Certainly the referendum is not consonant with the fixing of
responsibility for policy development in the people’s elected
representatives. Many believe referenda on debt merely produced
legislative irresponsiblity, with law-making bodies “passing the
buck” to a bewildered electorate. 4

Advocates of the referendum as a means of controlling State debt in
particular emphasize that such a procedure places the reins in the
electorate and precludes the possibility of runaway debt. Opponents
stress that the referendum is especially ineffective in containing non-
guaranteed debt and that the experiences of the states demonstrate that
it has been unsuccessful in controlling the total debt.

Opponents of constitutional restraints on State borrowing assert

1. Ibid., p. 85.
2. Required a specificconstitutional amendment inasmuch as Ohio has an absolute prohibition against debt
3. Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission, op. cit., p. 18.
4 National Municipal League, Model Slate Constitution. Sixth Edition, 1968 rev., New York. N.Y.
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that the determination of the means of financial support for govern-
mental activity is basically a policy matter and thus present restrictions
impinge on the flexibility essential to the decision-making process.

More than one hundred years ago, when looking back upon the
constitutional handiwork of several states that reacted to the financial
distress of the 1840’s, one H. Reed noted that the spirit of the constitu-
tional enactments, however harsh, “may be justifiable in view of the
recklessness and extravagances of the past; but let us understand that
we are doing penance, and not pretend to say that such is a normal one
for a healthy commonwealth.” 1 What may be considered normal is the
choice of options described by Horace Secrist in 1914, while reflecting
on the purpose of restrictions on the financial powers of the states;

State borrowing is in essence a question of political and finan-
cial expediency, and its use or non-use should be judged by
political standards and by the rules of finance. At any time, given
the needs for public revenues, there are two sources openfor their
acquisition, viz., direct taxation and public borrowing. 2

Finally, in recommending the removal of constitutional restrictions
on State borrowing, the Council of State Governments Committee of
State Officials on Suggested State Legislation observed that economic
conditions and other inadequacies in State revenue systems which
spurred past State action were of little current influence:

The severity of business downturns, one of the causes of past
bond defaults, has diminished. Counter-cyclical devices now are
built into the American economy, and the Federal Government
has developed fiscal tools to dampen fluctuation of the business
cycle. Moreover, the growth and expansion of each State’s eco-
nomic base in recent years, coupled with the diversified tax
systems now found in many States, assure greater stability in
State revenues.

In the face of urgent needs, and in the light of new economic
circumstances, States should re-examine constitutional restraints

II Reed, “Some Late Effects of Constitutional Reform," North American Review. Vol. 121, 1875. p. 26.
Cited by Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission, op. til., p. 16.

2. Horace Secrist, “An Economic Analysis of theConstitutional Restrictions upon Public Indebtedness," Bul-
letin of the University of Wisconsin. No. 637, Madison, 1914. Quoted by Benjamin U. Ratchford, “A Form-
ula for Limiting State and Local Debts," Quarterly JournalofEconomics. V 01. 11, November 1936, p. 72and
reproduced in Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission, op. cit.. p. 16.
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on State borrowing authority to assure that the State is not
deprived of any legitimate power. 1
Similarly inhibitions, particularly those constitutional in character,

which restrict local debt incurrence have been challenged. While state
intervention and control are theoretically permissible, critics charge
that such oversight is not justifiable beyond the point of establishing
reasonable guidelines for exercising the grant of power to incur debt.
To the claim that states must assume responsibility because local units
might impair the government’s “future budgetary flexibility” one
authority in public finance has responded in the following fashion;

Only frustration can accrue to a unit confronted with such an
argument. The improvements are needed now! Does it make
sense to deny the unit the improvements on the basis that, should
the unit be allowed so to obligate itself, it might not be able to
make some now unknown future improvements? Let the local
citizenry, their governing officials, and the market mechanism
itself carry the burden of decision in any given case. 2

The second major element of the study order, relative to constitu-
tional features of the public finance systems of the several states, deals
with the matter of property taxation. Data relative to the establish-
ment of property tax bases are of particular interest; beyond that the
charge seeks information respecting the establishment of property tax
rates computed in terms of such base.

As indicated in Table 3 below, all fifty states have established criteria
for the assessment of real property, with the greater majority of them
doing so through constitutional provisions. Much diversity exists
among the states relative to the legal basis for the determination ofreal
property value as shown by the following summation. Except where

CHAPTER HI.
STATE CONTROL OF REAL PROPERTY TAXATION

Property Tax Base Defined

1. The Council of Slate Governments. Suggested State Legislation. Vol. XX VII I. 1969. Chicago. 11l- p ■’
2. Bowmar. op. cit.. p. 900.
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otherwise indicated, or where the use of a classification system (C) is
expressly authorized by the constitution and statute as occur in the
States of Alabama, Arizona, Louisiana, Minnesota, Montana, South
Carolina, Tennessee, and West Virginia, or where other exceptions are
permitted by statute, property is assessed at one hundred percent of the
standard chosen.

1. Fair and Reasonable Market Value (12 states). Alabama (C),
California (25%), Georgia (40%), Hawaii (60%), Idaho (20%),
Kansas (30%), Louisiana (C), Minnesota (C), Utah (30%), Ver-
mont (50%), Virginia, and Wyoming.
2. Full and True Value (6 states). Alaska, Arkansas (20%), Con-
necticut (70%), New York, North Dakota (50%). and Wisconsin.
3. Full and Fair Cash Value (13 states). Arizona (C), Florida,
Indiana (33 1/3%), Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michi-
gan, Mississippi, Montana (C), Nevada (25%), Oklahoma,
Oregon, and Rhode Island.
4. Actual Value (8 states). Colorado (30%), Illinois (50%), lowa,
Nebraska (35%), New Mexico (33 1/3%),Pennsylvania, Tennes-
see (C), and West Virginia (C).
5. True Value in Money (10 states). Delaware, Missouri (33
1/3%), New Hampshire, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio

(35%), South Carolina (C), South Dakota (60%), Texas, and
Washington.

The State of Maine uses the term “just value” as the index.

Fair and reasonable market value. Class 1, utili-
ties used in business 30 percent (except in
eight counties, where the level is 35 percent);
Class 2, property not otherwise classified 25

Alabama

Table 3. Legal Basis for Assessed Value of Realty. By State. 1975.

BasisState
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percent; and Class 3, agricultural, forest, and
residential 15 percent.

Full and true value.Alaska
Full cash value. Class I, flight property, railroads,

producing mines 60 percent; Class 2, prop-
erty of other public utilities 50 percent; Class
3, commerical and industrial property 27
percent; Class 4, all agricultural realty 18
percent; and Class 5, residential 15 percent.

Arizona

20 percent of true and full or actual value.Arkansas
25 percent of fair market value, or of authorized

alternate value standard prescribed by State
constitution, or by constitutionally authorized
statute. Fair market value or its authorized al-
ternate is known as “full value.”

California

30 percent of actual value.Colorado
Not exceeding 100 percent of true and actual or

fair market value. A 1974law (effective May 30)
provides that all municipalities must assessata
uniform rate of 70 percent of present true and
actual value, adopting same no later than close
of next required revaluation. Revaluation is
required once every 10 years.

Connecticut

Delaware
Florida

True value in money.
Full cash value (“. .. just valuation . ..” per State

constitution).
Georgia
Hawaii

40 percent of fair market value.

70 percent of fair market value (currently 60 per-
cent).

20 percent of market value.Idaho

Fair cash value, which is 50 percent ofactual value,
except in counties of 200,000 or more which
classify property. In any county which classi-

Illinois
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fies, the highest classification may not be more
than 2-1/2 times the lowest classification.

Just valuation, defined by State as 33-1 / 3 percentIndiana
of true cash value.

100 percent of actual value.lowa
30 percent of fair market value in money.
Fair cash value.

Kansas
Kentucky

Louisiana Actual cash value, but each parish authority fixes
its assessment level based thereon. New consti-
tution provides for assessment at the following
percentages of fair market value, for classifica-
tions of property as specified, effective January
1, 1978:
Land 10 percent of fair market value.
Improvements for residential purposes 10
percent of fair market value.
Agricultural, horticultural, marsh and timber
land 10 percent of use value.
Other property 15 percent of fair market
value.

Maine Just value.
Full cash value, i.e., current value less an allow-

ance for any inflation that exists.
Maryland

Fair cash valuation.Massachusetts
Michigan 50 percent of true cash value

Percentages of market value, as shown (dollar
amounts refer to market value):

Minnesota

Homestead-agricultural, first $12,000 at 20
percent; excess at 33-1/3 percent. Non-agri-
cultural, first $12,000 at 25 percent; excess at
40 percent. Of paraplegic or blind veteran, first
$24,000 at 5 percent; excess at 33-1/3 percent
if agricultural, 40 percent if non-agricultural.
Housing for elderly, others of specified in-
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comes, financed under Title II of National
Housing Act, or by Minnesota Housing Fi-
nance Agency; for 15 years from construction
or rehabilitation, land at 40percent; structures

Minnesota
(cont.)

(in cities population 10,000 or more, at 20per-
cent; less than 10,000 at 5 percent).
Nonhomestead-agricultural, at 33-1/3 per-
cent. Residential at 40 percent.
Apartments, with specified fire resistant ma-
terials 5 stories or more, at 25 percent, 4stories
or less, at 33-1/3 percent.
Realty for seasonal or temporary use, perdays
of use in preceding year 200 days or less, at
33-1/3 percent; more than 200 days, at 43 per-
cent.
Timberland, at 20 percent.
Tools, implements and machinery affixed to
public utility realty, at 33-1/3 percent.
Parking ramp structures in first class cities of
400,000 population or less, in 1975, at 36 per-
cent; in 1977, at 43 percent.
Petroleum refineries, at 43 percent.
Unmined iron ore, at 50 percent.
“Low recovery” iron ore, at 30 to 48-1/2 per-
cent.
All other realty (includingcommercial,indus-
trial, public utility), at 43 percent.

Cash value(“. .
.

in proportion toils value .. .’’per
State constitution).

Mississippi

33-1/3 percent of true value in money.
Percentages of full cash value, as shown:

Realty, except as otherwise provided, at 40

Missouri
Montana

percent.
New industrial property, as specified, includ-
ing pollution control facilities at 40 percent.
Property of electric and telephone coopera-
tives, at 7 percent.
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Owner-occupied residence (including affixed
mobile home) of a totally disabled veteran, at
40 percent. Widows, widowers, specified re-
tired persons, at 15 percent (up to market value
of $27,500).
Energy saving realty, at annual rates increas-
ing from 6 percent to 30 percent.
Operating property of public utilities, and all
property not defined in other separate classi-
fication at 40 percent.

35 percent of actual value.
35 percent of full cash value.
Full and true value in money.

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey True value. Taxable value is that percentage of

true value not lower than 20 percent or higher
than 100 percent (the particular level being a
multiple of 10); as is established by each county
board of taxation.

Taxable value not to exceed 33-1/3 percent of
value.

New Mexico

Full value.New York
True value in moneyNorth Carolina

North Dakota 50 percent of true and full value (for most prop-
erty).

Taxable value, not to exceed 50 percent of true
value in money (currently 35 percent).

Ohio

Not greater than 35 percent of fair cash value for
the highest and best use for which such property
was actually used, or was previously classified
for use, during the calendaryear next preceding
the first day of January on which the assessment
is made.

Oklahoma

100 percent of true cash value, i.e., market value
as of assessment date.

Oregon
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Actual value, but infourth to eighth class counties,
not to exceed 75 percent of actual value.

Pennsylvania

Full and fair cash value, or a uniform percentage
not exceeding 100 percent.

Rhode Island

True value in money. (Classification now in ef-South Carolina
fect).

60 percent of true and full value in money.South Dakota
Tennessee Public Utilities 55 percent

Industrial and commercial 40 percent
Farm and residential 25 percent

True and full value in money (“... in proportion
to its value .

.

.” and never at a value “greater
than its fair cash value ..per State constitu-
tion).

Texas

30 percent of reasonable fair cash value.Utah
Listed value which is 50 percent of appraisal value

(the latter is fair market value).
Vermont

Fair market value.Virginia
100 percent of true and fair value in money.
True and actual value, but four classes ofproperty,

Washington
West Virginia

each subject to a specified rate limit as follows,
amounts per $lOO of assessed value;

I (personalty) —5O cents.
II (owner-occupied residential property, in-

cluding farms) $l.OO.
111 (all property outside municipalities, other

than 1 and II) $1.50.
IV (all property inside municipalities, other

thaan I and II) $2.00.
Full value which could ordinarily be obtained for

the property at private sale.
Wisconsin

Fair value in conformity with values and proce-
dures prescribed by State Department o

Revenue.

Wyoming

Sourc*. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Significant Features u j2f.
1976-1977 Edition. Report M-110, Vol. 11, Revenue and Debt, March 1977, Table bi. PP
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Tax classification, rather than general assessment reform, is increas-
ingly commanding attention of state policymakers seeking to provide
residential property tax relief; it can be the vehicle for “deliberately
shifting part of the property tax burden from residential property to
business property” as the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations (ACIR) suggests in a recent report:

As the courts increasingly question the constitutionality of
extra-legal property tax classification that has been brought
about by shoddy assessment practices, tax policymakers are
beginning to take the position that if they must resolve the conflict
between law and practice they will do so consciously by removing
the uniformity provisions and specifically authorizing the legisla-
ture to discriminate among property classes.

Six states now comprehensively classify property for tax pur-
poses (Alabama, Arizona, Minnesota, Montana, Tennessee, and
West Virginia). Five of them do so with the express purpose of
imposing a heavier property tax on business than on homeowners
and farmers. 1

Substantially the same finding was reported within two months of
the ACIR report by the U. S. Senate Committee on Government
Operations.2

Since the publication of the Commission document, two other
jurisdictions, Louisiana and South Carolina, have authorized real
property classification by constitutional fiat.

The South Carolina Constitution and enabling legislation author-
izes the following classifications of property for tax purposes, effec-
tive in the 1976 tax year (Const., Sec. l,Art. X; Code, sec. 12-43-220):

1, Real and personal property owned by or leased to manufac-
turers and utilities, 10‘/$% of fair market value.

2. Business inventories, 6% of fair market value; power-driven
farm machinery (except registered motor vehicles), 5% of fair
market value.

I- Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Financing Schools and Property Tax Relief aSlate Responsibility. Report A-40, January 1973, p. 72.
2. United States Senate Committee on Government Operations. Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Rela-

tions, Status of Property Tax Administration in the Slates. Compilation ofState Responses to Survey, Gov-
ernment Printing Office. 1973, pp. 6 and 14.
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3. Residences and up to five contiguous acres, not less than
2/i% nor more than 4% of fair market value as determined by the
county governing body (after four years, such property is
assessed at 4%). Application must be made to the county assessor
by May 1 of the tax year to qualify for the classification.

4. Agricultural realty, 4% of fair market value if owned or
leased by individuals, partners and certain small corporations;
6% of fair market value for owners or lessees who are corpora-
tions except as provided above. Application must be made to the
county assessor by May 1 of the tax year to qualify for this
classification. Roll-back taxes apply if the property is converted
to a nonagricultural use (S.B. 592, Laws 1976).

5. Real and personal property owned by or leased to transpor-
tation companies, 9 [A% of fair market value.

6. All other realty, 6% of fair market value.
7. All other personalty, 10'/2% of fair market value.
Counties may provide for a phase-in over seven years of these

assessment ratios, except that manufacturers’ and utilities’ prop-
erty must be assessed at the 10'/2% ratio (Sec. 12-43-220).

The terms of the classification systems operative in Louisiana and
other “classifying” states appear in Table 3.

In its Constitution of 1970 Illinois made provision for counties
having a population of 200,000 or more, subject to such limitations as
the state legislature may prescribe by law, to classify or to continue to
classify real property for purposes of taxation as they chose. Any such
classification, however, must be uniform within each class and the

level of assessment or rate ot tax ol the highest class in a county

shall not exceed two and one-half times the level of assessment or
rate of tax of the lowest class in that county. Real property used in
farming in a county shall not be assessed at a higher level of
assessment than single family residential real property in that
county. (Art. 9. s. 4)

In a constitutional commentary following that section of the Illinois
revenue article, Robert A. Helman and Wayne W. Whalen note that
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This limited power to classify real estate for tax purposes
represented a compromise at the Convention between those who
opposed any classification and those who wanted all counties to
have the right of classification.

Because state tax controls are directed mainly at limiting the use of
the local property tax, it will be advantageous to recount the essential
elements of the process together with their meaning.

The property tax rate, which is determined by the legislative author-
ity of the governmental unit, is expressed either as the number of mills
per dollar or dollars and cents per $lOO or $l,OOO of assessed value of
the object or land to be taxed.

The property tax base represents that portion of the property within
a taxing jurisdiction which has previously been determined to be
subject to a tax liability (i.e., not exempted from sustaining a tax
burden). Responsibility for establishing the value of each item or
parcel of such property to be taxed resides with the assessor. It is the
function of that officer, consistent with the policy commands and
guidelines set out in the constitution and/or statutory language, to
compute the assessed value of all property subject to taxation; the
combined values as computed constitute the tax base of a jurisdiction
against which its tax rate is applied to determine the property tax levy.

State and local policymakers may control local taxes by compelling
or restraining changes in assessment ratios (proportion of full market
value), the tax base, the tax levy, or any combination thereof.

Like limitations imposed on the power of local governments to
borrow, property tax rate limits had their origin in the late 19th
Century. Rhode Island pioneered with the first overall limits in 1870,
but it was not until twenty-five years later that Nevada followed suit. In
the interim, however, several states had established various limits on
.taxes for specific functions. While objectives were not always the same,
there is ample evidence to suggest that the limits were initiated in an
attempt to “limit the growth of local governments in the face of

Definition of Terms

Historical Development
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proliferating expenditures for the construction of roads and canals for
private benefit” - the stimulus similarly for imposing controls on
creating debt at the same time.'

Oklahoma in 1907 and Ohio in 1911 were the next to adopt overall
tax rate limits, but it was Oregon in 1916 that broke new ground with
its six percent limit on the growth of property tax levies. This tactic of
restraint is still the policy in Oregon and has become at least one
instrument of control in eleven other states.

Ohio operated from 1911 until 1921 under what was popularly
referred to as the “Smith one percent” law which originated from the
following constitutional provision:

No property, taxed according to value, shall be so taxed in
excess of one per cent of its true value in money for all state and
local purposes, but laws may be passed authorizing additional
taxes to be levied outside of such limitation, either when
approved by at least a majority of the electors of the taxing
district voting on such proposition, or when provided for by the
charter of a municipal corporation. Land and improvements
thereon shall be taxed by uniform rule according tovalue ... (Art.
XII, s. 2).

One of the purposes for enactment of the law was to raise assessments
to full value. It failed to do so and Ohio’s ten-year experiment with
rigid tax limitation was considered a distinct failure. In 1929, a
fifteen-mill limitation was written into the constitution, which was
thereafter lowered to ten mills in 1933 when the relief sought by
influential political forces did not come quickly enough to satisfy them.

Efforts to force reduction in property tax levies were a phenomenon
of the depression in the 1930’5. Sharply declining property values, and
in their wake assessed values, brought equally sharp declines in local
revenues. Stagnating economic conditions spawned tax delinquencies
and with them the threat of even greater difficulties, an intensification
of pressures for strict overall limits to force reduction in property tax

levies. In 1932-1933, Indiana, Michigan, New Mexico, West Virginia ,
and Wisconsin enacted new overall limits; Oklahoma and Ohio revised
existing restrictions. By 1934, according to one authority, practically

I. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Slate Limitations an Local Taxes ami Lxpettdt
lures, Report A-64, February 1977, p. 11.
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every state had established limitations which set maximum tax rates
for the state, municipalities, and other local taxing districts. 1 Massa-
chusetts was one of the few jurisdictions which did not join the limita-
tion movement, which was designed to accomplish one end reduction
in real estate taxes.

In the early 1970’s interest in state control of local taxing (and
spending) power grew appreciably.

Since 1970, fourteen states and the District of Columbia have
enacted some new control on local taxing or spending, either to add to,
or to substitute for, previously existing property tax rate limits. This
recent activity can be traced to (1) the public demand for property tax
relief; (2) state and judicial mandated upgrading of assessment prac-
tices; (3) state assumption of an increasing share of state-local expend-
iture responsibilities (especially in the educational areas); (4) state
efforts to control growth in school spending; and (5) perception by
state legislators that local officials need state-imposed restrictions to
counter pressures for additional spending, particularly those generated
for employee wage and fringe benefits. 2

As of 1974 the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Rela-
tions reported that twelve states had no property tax limits, an equal
number imposed levy limits, and twenty-six relied on rate limits.

Until the most recent California experience (Proposition 13) con-
ventional property tax rate limits had been avoided without exception.
States acting in 1970 and beyond chose more broadly based limits that
concentrate on property tax levies, on tax revenue, or on total expendi-
tures (this last mechanism was especially applicable in the case of
schools). In some cases these controls operate in addition to statutory
property tax rate limits while in others these newcontrols replace prior
property tax rate limit laws.

Current Status of State Control

Charles W. Caldwell, “Recent Case Comments,” West Virginia Law Quarterly, Vol. 40, No. 3. April 1934,
p. 288n.

2. John Shannon and L. Richard Gabler, “Tax Lids and Expenditure Mandates: The Case for Fiscal Fair
Play,” Intergovernmental Perspective. Vol. 3, No. 3, Summer 1977, pp. 7-8.
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Statutes prescribing real property tax levy limits were passed in nine
states:

Alaska lowa Ohio
California
Indiana

Kansas Washington
WisconsinMinnesota

They join three other states—Arizona, Colorado and Oregon—which
had enacted property tax levy provisions before 1970.

Several variants of the levy limit are used. In Kansas and some
Indiana counties (those without a local option income tax), property
tax rates are frozen, thereby limiting the growth in levies to the growth
in assessed valuation. In Minnesota and Washington, levies are limited
to an annual six percent increase. In California, local jurisdictions have
limit options; property tax rates are frozen (limiting the growth in
property tax levies to increases in valuation) or levies are limited to the
prior year’s level adjusted by the rate of population change and infla-
tion. In lowa, levies are limited to a nine percent increase for 1977 and
seven percent for the following two years. Wisconsin restricts levy
increases to the percentage increase in statewide equalized value, again
with some adjustments.

In Ohio, control takes the form of a credit on real property tax bills.
The credit is calculated on the basis of the percentage that the current
year levy would have to be reduced so that, in the aggregate, the same
revenue is raised as in the previous year. However, improvements to
property, levies below ten mills, charter city levies, and taxes levied
annually to raise a specific amount of revenue are excluded from the
calculation. Thus, property tax levies are frozen subject to the above
exclusions and any increases approved by the voters.

Only the State of New Jersey chose to adopt legislation imposing
expenditure lids on local governments.

Another relatively new state-imposed control requires that the state
or the assessor establish a property tax rate which when applied to a
percentage of the tax base (95%-I00%) will produce revenue equal to
the tax levy of the next preceding year. (If the current year’s tax base is
higher than the previous year’s by a substantial percentage the estab-
lished rate may be lower than that for the previous year.) Such an
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established rate may be exceeded only if voted by the local governing
board after it gives notice of its intent to set a higher rate and holds
public hearings on its proposal. This control mechanism is called either
“full disclosure” or “truth in taxation.” It is designed to assure public
discussion of tax decisions before the policies can become operative.

It should be noted that at least to some degree these “truth in
taxation” laws are also property tax levy limits. The distinction
between levy limits and full disclosure laws is the method pro-
vided for exceeding the limit. In the case of levy limits, the voters
must usually approve any property tax levy greater than allowed
by the limit. Under “truth in taxation” laws the final judgment to
exceed the established millage rests with a governing body of local
representatives. Since property tax rates are automatically
reduced when assessments rise, pending action by the local repre-
sentatives, assessors are less likely to be held responsible for tax
increases. l

Florida (1971), Hawaii (1976), Montana (1974), Virginia (1976), and
the District of Columbia (1975) are the only jurisdictions which have
adopted such full disclosure laws.

All of the above cited state action since 1970 was accomplished by
statutory means rather than constitutional amendments. A radical
departure from that trend and the abandonment of tax rate limitations
occurred recently in California. On June 6, 1978, the California elec-
torate ratified a constitutional amendment proposed by initiative peti-
tion that (1) limits the realty tax liability to one percent of the market
value of property; (2) limits increases in valuation to two percent per
year thereafter; and (3) imposes a two-thirds voting requirement on the
levying of new or increased taxes by both state and local government.
Considerable speculation respecting the extent of the probable impact
upon tax and spending limitations in other states has come in the wake
of the California action. There are indications that similar activity to
obtain tax relief has been commenced in approximately twenty-six
states. 2

John Shannon. Michael Bell, and Ronald Fisher. “Recent Experience with I ocal lax and Expenditure
Controls.” Sationa! Tax Journal. Vol. 29. No. 3. September 1976. p. 282.

2. See (Mass.) House. No. 6025 of 1978.
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Specific Experience in Selected States
The State of Washington has imposed some form of property tax

limit on its local governments since 1932 and currently it employs
several controls simultaneously. It is a state chiefly characterized as
having tax levy limits. Recent data reveal that total property tax levies
of all units of government taken together are limited to $9.15 per
$ 1,000 assessed value. Each level of government has rate limits within
the aggregate, and, additionally, property tax levies for each level of
local government are limited to percent of the highest levy of the
prior three years, exclusive of school costs. When a majority of voters
approves a levy limit greater than that determined by the 106 percent
factor a new base for the levy limit is established.

For the first three years following the implementation of the 106
percent limit in 1974 total levies have been below the levels they would
have reached in its absence, according to the State Department of
Revenue. Otherwise, levies would have been $16.5 million more in
1974, $7.0 million more in 1975 and an additional $11.4 million in
1976. Property taxes were reduced in forty-three of the state’s fifty
largest cities in 1976. 1

In Kansas tax levy limits may be raised when approved by eitherthe
voters or the State Board of Tax Appeals. Following adoption ofthis
form of control in 1970, cities and counties were limited to theproperty
tax levied in either 1968 or 1969, but they were also authorized at the
same time to levy a sales or use tax if approved by the voters. At
present, three cities and four counties levy such an excise.

The average annual increase in local property tax revenues for the
first four years was reported to be slightly more than half the rate of
increase experienced during the years 1966 through 1968.2

In California, Minnesota, and Wisconsin, where some form of levy
limits have been applied in this decade, there have also been reductions
in the rate of increases of property taxes. However, this result must be
read in the light of the significant increases in state aid to local
governments that have occurred in the same period and other factors
such as assumption by the state of functions formerly administered by
Wisconsin counties and the enactment of “circuit breaker” and home-
stead legislation in Minnesota.
1. ACIR. op. cit., p. 29
2. Ibid., p. 28.
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While conceding that the states have a legitimate and strong concern
with the property taxing powers of local governments, the Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations has a long-standing his-
tory of opposition to constitutional and statutory precepts which
inhibit the taxing authority of local governments. (A similar stance has
generally been taken by it in respect to certain restrictions on the
powers of the sovereign states in the field of taxation.) This opposition
has extended not only to the primary elements of the specific restric-
tions but also to provisions which authorize the local electorate to
participate by referendum in the development of tax policy.

In 1962, the Commission gave a qualified endorsement to restric-
tions on the taxing powers of local entities, subject to the following
conditions; (1) limitations, if imposed, should be restricted to opera-
tion and maintenance costs, excluding requirements for servicing debt
and for pay-as-you-go capital outlays; (2) home rule charter cities and
counties should be exempted from limitations imposed by general law;
and, (3) in other situations where limitations are imposed they should
be accompanied by relief administratively by a state agency and in any
event should be referred to the voters. Later, in 1975, the Commission
reaffirmed its opposition to such constraints, contending they are
obsolete and interfere unduly with the corporate obligations of local
governments to provide its citizenry with services and community
facilities essential for economic growth. However, particularly in the
light of the recent state action previously cited, there are now indica-
tions that the Commission is prepared to soften its posture of rigid
opposition.

In a re-assessment of its position, the Commission notes that several
major policy issues have an interplay with tax limitations. l

Lid laws raise the Federal and State mandate issue. The more
restraint the state builds into the local system the more persuasive
becomes the local case for full reimbursement for any state-mandated
action that either increases costs or reduces the local revenue base. As
noted earlier, California handled this issue by providing for reimburse-
ment for any added local costs caused by state legislative mandate or
any revenue loss due to a state-mandated tax exemption. California

Policy Implications in Tax Limitation

ACIR, op. cil.. pp. 5-6,
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law allows localities to increase the maximum rate by an amount
sufficient to cover the cost of Federal and court mandates.

The matter of public employees collective bargaining takes on added
significance in respect to tax limits. Because tax limits are often
intended to control expenditures and local expenditures are comprised
in large part of labor costs there is a direct relationship between tax
limits and local collective bargaining. If a state-imposed tax limit does
effectively restrict expenditure growth, it provides local government
officials with the opportunity to shift blame to the state for failure to
satisfy union demands. This may simply prompt union representatives
to shift their political efforts to the state legislature in hopes ofsecuring
more generous personnel benefits on a mandated expenditure basis.

Further, it is alleged that state restrictions may be violative of local
home rule. In the view of some political scientists, state-imposed tax
lids are inconsistent with the theory of local determination of local
affairs by locally elected officials. Moreover, voter approval provisions
are considered in some quarters to work against representative local
government. The referendum in this instance is criticized because it
may provide an excuse for local officials to avoid serious budgetary
decisions.

The Commission has addressed the important policy questions by
urging state-local agreement on what it characterizes as four rules of
fair play.

First, the state is justified in imposing“permanent” lids on local
property taxes only if the state is willing to provide adequate
financial compensation to local governments.

Second, when state policy makers raise state taxes in order to
finance a new program of local property tax relief, a “temporary”
rollback of local government levies can be justified to insure that
local property tax rates are stabilized at a lower level. . . Without
this political heat shield, state officials can be expected to be very
reluctant to assume the political risks involved in raising state
taxes in order to underwrite this form of local property tax relief.

Third, a “temporary” local tax rate rollback can also be justi-
fied in those cases where the state tax department or the courts
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order a massive increase in local property tax assessment
levels. . . The emphasis, however, must be on the “temporary”
character of state-mandated rollback action. Once the stabiliza-
tion action has taken place, local decisionmakers should be
allowed full access to the property tax on the assumption that
they not the state policymakers will then be held politically
responsible for any subsequent increase in local property tax
levels.

Fourth, the state must recognize that a wide variety of exten-
uating circumstances call for the building of special relief provi-
sions into a tax or expenditure control system. Allowances must
be made in all state imposed limits on local levies and expendi-
tures for cost increases mandated by the administrative, legisla-
tive, or judicial actions of federal and state governments; rapid
changes in population; natural disasters; debt services; pay-as-
you-go capital outlay; and inflation. These extenuating circum-
stances underscore the inherent difficulty in applying “boiler
plate” state-wide solutions to diverse local governments.

Voter Approval
The following thirteen states have neither constitutional nor statu-

tory provisions imposing any form ofproperty tax limitations on all or
most local entities which have such taxing power:
Connecticut Massachusetts' Tennessee
Delaware New Hampshire Vermont
Hawaii New Jersey Virginia
Maine Rhode Island
Maryland South Carolina

As shown in Table 4. of the thirty-seven jurisdictions with either a
property tax rate or property tax levy limitation, or both, thirty-three
mandate a referendum in order to exceed the specific restriction. In
several states, notably Arkansas, Idaho, Kentucky, Mississippi, and
Utah, voterapproval is stipulated only when action is sought by school
districts.

and under General l aws. Chapter 61Except
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Table 4. State Limitations on Local Government Power
to Raise Property Tax Revenue, 1976

Full Disclosure of Referendum
Kffecl of Assess- Properly Property to Exceed

No I.imi- menl Increases on Tax Kate Tax Levy Kale or
talions Property Tax Kate' Limitations 1 Limitations' Levy LimitState

CMS CMSAlabama
Alaska M M

M CM CMArizona
Arkansas
California

CMS S
CMS CMS CMS

CMS CMSColorado
M
MS

Connecticut
Delaware C C

M
CMS

Dist. of Columbia
Florida CMS

CMS

CMS

CMSGeorgia
Hawaii
Idaho

C C
S

CMS
CMS
CMSIllinois

Indiana CMS CMS

CMS CMlowa
CMS CMS CMSa

CMS S
CMS CMS

Kansas
Kentucky
L.ouisiana
Maine CM

CM
M

Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan CMSCMS

MS CM
CMS

Minnesota
Mississippi S

CMS
CM

CMS
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS

CM

New Hampshire M
M bNew Jersey

New Mexico
New York

CMSCMS
CMS
CMS
CMS

CSc 4
CMS 1
CMS ’

North Carolina
North Dakota

CMSOhio CMS
CMS CMSOklahoma

Oregon CMS CMS
Boroughs onlyPennsylvania CMS
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Full Disclosure of Referendum
Effect of Assess- Property Property to Exceed

No Eimi- ment Increases on Tax Rate Tax Levy Rate or
State tations Property Tax Rate 1 1.imitations1 Limitations' Levy Limit

Rhode island M
South Carolina CM S S
South Dakota CMS CMCMS CMS
Tennessee CM
Texas CMS Cd
Utah CMS S
Vermont M
Virginia CM
Washington CMS CM CMS
West Virginia CMS CMS
Wisconsin CMSCMS
Wyoming CMS CMS

I. Under a fulldisclosure procedure, a property tax rate is established that will provide a levy equal to theprevi-
ous year’s when applied tosome percentage of thecurrent year’s tax base. In order to increase the levy above
the amount derived by using theestablished rate the local governing board must advertise its intent to set a
higher rate, hold public hearings, and thereafter approve the higher rate by vote of the board.

2. Property lax rate limitation sets a maximum rate that may be applied against theassessed value of property.
3. Levy limitation places a maximum on the amount of revenue that can be raised by the property tax (e.g..

106% of the prior year levy).

C = Counties
M = Municipalities
S = School districts (in some states schooldistricts have no independent taxingauthority or depend oncounty

government for taxes, in which case the limits on the independent generalgovernment impact on school
districts).

a. May be voted at election or, in case of counties and municipalities, approved by Stale Board of Tax Appeals;
in case of school districts, by school budget review board.

b. Although property taxes are not explicitly restricted, municipalities with greater than a 10 mill general pur-
pose levy and all counties are prohibited from increasing their final appropriations by more than 5% over the
previous year; exceptionsare revenue generated by new construction or improvements,capital expenditures
funded by nonproperty tax sources, all debt service, expenditures mandated by state or federal law
and others. Higher appropriations are allowed when approved by referendum.

c. May be increased to a limit of 20 mills by 2/3 vote of the county legislative body or bya majority vote of such
body followedbya mandatory referendum; in certain school districts voters mayauthorize additional levies
up to 20 mills (exclusive of capital improvements).

d. If authorized by the legislature, voter may approve a 1.5 mill tax for roads.
Source: Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, State Limitations on Local Taxes and Ex-

penditures. Report A-64, February 1977, Table I, and Massachusetts Legislative Research Bureau.
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